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INTRODUCTION
There’s a reason why eXp Realty is growing so rapidly and why we’re so
pumped to be a part of it. eXp offers us a lot of opportunities to build wealth,
and earn passive income. We do this by building and growing our revenue
share community. As agents who are already part of eXp, the chance of
earning revenue and building wealth should make it an easy sell to agents who
we are talking to about the company and trying to bring in, right? 
 
Wrong. Unfortunately this isn’t the case. 
 
If we want to successfully recruit people into eXp, we need to strategically
design our approach and how we talk about the opportunity. Just raving about
eXp won’t cut it.   It won’t convince an agent who has been at their brokerage
for years to just make the move. How we approach people matters.  We don’t
want to push them, annoy them or make them never want to hear the word eXp
ever again.
 
To attract people we need knowledge. Once we gain that knowledge, we need
to have conversations to drive value, not sell to them. Let’s talk about building
and nurturing relationships with people we know and have relationships with,
how to tweak our strategy to grow our eXp community, and the value points
that are going to be game changers in the conversations we have.
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K N O W  T H E  C O M P A N Y ,
K N O W  T H E  M O D E L .

PART  1

( D O N ’ T  J U S T  K N O W  A B O U T  I T )



Know the company, don’t just know about it. It’s one thing to give a 40,000 foot
view of the company, but it’s a whole other game to have in-depth, granular
knowledge on the company and its model. The best way to attract people is to
add value to them. When we know more about the company, we know exactly
what to say to people. Don’t just know about eXp, know it as well as you can.
 
Remember, the more we know, the more we can relay the right information.
 
 
HOW THE EXP REALTY REVENUE SHARE PROGRAM WORKS

 
The founders of our brokerage made this program straightforward and easy
to understand.  If you bring another real estate agent to eXp Realty, you will
receive 3.5% of their gross commission.   It has nothing to do with the
profitability of the company that month or quarter, your monthly revenue share
check from eXp is based on 3.5% of that agent’s gross commissions.   In the
example below, one of your agents sells a $500K home and generates $15K in
commission.  You’ll receive 3.5% of the gross commission ($525).  It’s just that
simple!
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The wonderful thing about this revenue share program is that you will keep
receiving 3.5% of everything the agent sells until they reach their annual
company commission cap of $16,000… and then it starts over again next year!
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=$15,000
commission

$525
revenue

share check
(3.5% of $15k)



There are seven levels in your eXp Realty Revenue Share Group.   The first
line or level includes the agents that you’ve personally attracted to the
company. The second line would consist of agents that your recruits brought
to the company, and so on for seven levels. 
 
If you personally recruited at least five agents to eXp Realty, then you would
receive 4.0% of the commission from the agents in your 2nd line (agents that
your recruits brought to eXp Realty).   If you personally attracted 10 real
estate agents to eXp, you would receive 2.5% of the commission from the
agents in your 3rd line… and it goes on from there.
 

REVENUE SHARE
*Get paid from Gross Commission*
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As you will see in the chart above, you have to have personally recruited 15+
agents to qualify for the full revenue share amount (2.5%) in your 4th line and
you will need to bring at least 40+ agents to the company in order to get the
full revenue share amount (5.0%) in your 7th line.   If you have real estate
agents in your 7th line, but haven’t yet attracted 40+ agents to the company,
you would still receive 0.5% of whatever they sell.
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EXAMPLES OF WHAT YOU COULD EARN WITH REVENUE SHARE
 
EXAMPLE #1:  Let’s say you’ve personally introduced 10 agents to eXp Realty
and they are all “cappers”. You would make $28,000 per year, every year
they’re at the company in passive, residual income.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Taking it one step further...what if your 10 agents each bring one agent to the
company and then those agents each bring one agent?   You would have 10
agents in your 1st level (3.5%), 10 agents in your 2nd level (4.0%) and 10
agents in your 3rd line (2.5%).  If each agent sold at least $2.66M in real
estate sales volume each year, you could potentially earn $80,000 per year. 
Amazing!
 
EXAMPLE #2:  Let’s say that you brought 10 really excited, energetic real
estate agents to eXp Realty and they each went out and brought 10 agents to
the company.   You would have 10 agents in your 1st line and 100 agents in
your 2nd line.  If they are all cappers, you could potentially make $348,000
per year in residual income. This doesn’t even include having any agents on
your other five levels in your revenue share downline!  As you can hopefully
see, recruiting a few agents to eXp Realty will help you earn some extra
money that you can add to your retirement account and/or allocate to your
marketing in order to grow your business. If you decide you want to attract
multiple real estate professionals and help them attract even more, you can
quickly move into a six digit residual income every year with revenue share.
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=$800,000
combined annual

commission

$28,000
revenue

share check
(3.5% of $800k)



EXAMPLE #2:  Let’s say that you brought 10 really
excited, energetic real estate agents to eXp Realty and
they each went out and brought 10 agents to the
company.  You would have 10 agents in your 1st line and
100 agents in your 2nd line.  If they are all cappers, you
could potentially make $348,000 per year in residual
income. 
 
This doesn’t even include having any agents on your
other five levels in your revenue share downline! As you
can hopefully see, recruiting a few agents to eXp Realty
will help you earn some extra money that you can add to
your retirement account and/or allocate to your
marketing in order to grow your business. 
 
If you decide you want to attract multiple real estate
professionals and help them attract even more, you can
quickly move into a six digit residual income every year
with revenue share.
 
What we love most about the revenue share component
of our great company is that everyone has an incentive
to help one another grow.
 
For example, what if you bring a real estate agent to eXp
and they are selling about $40,000 in gross commission
(GCI) each year. You would make about $1,400 per year
in revenue share.   But what if you sat down with the
agent and helped them with their lead generation plan
and/or scripts and were able to assist them in growing
their GCI to over $80,000 per year. 
 
Not only would you make an additional $1,400, you
would have an incredibly happy agent in your revenue
share group. With revenue sharing, everyone wins and
we are “building better agents” every day.
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DON’T SELL, BUILD RELATIONSHIPS
 
Just because we’re happy and excited to be working at eXp, that doesn’t
mean that someone we’re talking to about it will just get it. For an
experienced agent to make a move, it requires 14 interactions (on average)
that are based on an exchange of value. 
 
People will only join eXp because they see value and opportunity for
themselves, not because we convinced them. Recruiting comes down to
effective relationship-building and knowing what’s important to the person
you’re talking to. 
 
Here’s a thing you might not be ready to hear:
 
Just because you’re the person who told them about eXp, you won’t
automatically be the person they choose as a sponsor. It’s not who told them
to join eXp first, or even who met with them and talked to them the most, it’s
who had the most influence, and brought the most value. 
 
In our real estate business, nothing puts people off like commission breath.
No buyer or seller would want to work with an agent who is just out to get
their cut. If we go around  with revenue share breath, no one will want to talk
to or hear from us (even if what we’re saying is awesome).
 
No matter how excited you are about the opportunity of working for eXp,
telling someone to be excited doesn’t translate into success. You’ll just
annoy them. Give people substance on why they should be excited. Design
how you talk to people so that they are interested, not put off.
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"Just because you’re the
person who told them
about eXp, you won’t

automatically be the
person they choose 

as a sponsor."
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T O O L S  F O R
A T T R A C T I N G  T H E

R I G H T  A G E N T S

PART  2



REASONS AGENTS JOIN EXP?
 
Before we share HOW to get people to join, you need to understand all the
possible reasons they may want to. People join eXp for several different
reasons. Why they join is going to vary from person to person as their
motivations are personal to them. If we want to attract people effectively, we
have to be clued in to why someone would want to be a part of the company. 
 
These are the top reasons for joining.
 
1. FINANCIAL
There are a lot of reasons why eXp is financially better. Some agents just flat
out save money/cut expenses by joining eXp.eXp has created a model that
allows us to be compensated like brokerage owners without writing a check
to buy a brokerage/franchise. eXp is transferring the wealth from the
brokerage or franchise owner to the agent who helps grow the company. This
is a huge opportunity for us. Know the financial and economic models that
motivate people to join and talk to them about it at the level they are at.
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2. COLLABORATION 
Because of the revenue share relationship
and owning the company together, there’s
a higher level of collaboration here. 
 
There’s an environment of working as a
team. We’re also exposed to other talented
agents who are more than happy to help
and teach because it benefits the entire
company.



3. TRAINING/MENTORING
eXp offers an unprecedented opportunity to learn and
grow as an agent and business owner. The amount of
educational content just blows other real estate
companies out of the water. There’s a minimum of 40
hours worth of live classes each week as well as recorded
classes. Classes are taught by both eXp faculty as well as
agent faculty. There’s also mentoring for new agents,
which includes shadowing and an intensive training
program.
 
4. EXPANSION
eXp offers the ability to expand to other areas, even
across state lines, within the same system and model. An
agent can operate under one umbrella in different states
and areas. Additionally, for agents licensed in multiple
states, eXp agents only pay one cap and one monthly fee
no matter how many state licenses they hold.
 
5. ADDITIONAL REVENUE STREAMS
Stock ownership and revenue share are a huge driving
force for people moving away from traditional brokerages,
BUT remember it isn’t the sole reason people are moving
(contrary to popular belief).   Don’t just think people are
joining eXp because of money. Get clued up on all the
reasons they might be motivated to move. 
 
6. LEVERAGE
eXp provides an opportunity to get training and
collaboration in a way that allows for a massive time
savings.  The virtual workplace means that we don’t need
to go to an office building to get work done, and that
allows us to get more hours back in our day.  Gone are the
days of 30, 60, or 90 minute round trip drives to and from
our old brokerage with physical bricks and mortar.  
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7. INNOVATION
Some people are joining because they believe that eXp is the real estate
company of the future - and they’re right!
 
People join for completely different reasons, and it would be unwise to just
assume we know exactly why someone would make the move. 
 
Very often, the reasons are different from why you joined the company, so we
have to know the other reasons. It’s important to find out the motivation
behind why they would want to change brokerages, and then bring them
value.
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When we change jobs and the company we work for on LinkedIn, our
network will be notified, and be given the opportunity to congratulate us. 
When we post about moving to eXp on our Facebook and Instagram
pages, people will like and comment. 
Do a 15-20 minute Facebook Live video sharing that you’ve joined eXp,
why you made the move and your experience so far. When you properly
launch your message about eXp, and launch the people who are in your
network, you’ll start to generate interest. Remember to keep an open loop
on your FB Live...don’t close the loops and tell them every reason you
joined, just tell them enough to get them interested in reaching out to you.

Put some names on a list, the same way you list potential clients. Make it
a habit to add names regularly.
Go to lunch or coffee with these people. 
Engage with them and see where you can bring value to them and see
where the conversation might lead; it might actually lead to eXp.

LAUNCH YOURSELF PROPERLY
 
Remember when we first got started in real estate, people said, “don’t be a
secret agent”? We had to let our sphere know that we’re in the business, so
when they thought about buying or selling a home we might come to mind.
 
When we join eXp, we have to let our agent network know about it.

 
When you launch yourself properly at eXp, you won’t have to wonder who
you’re going to talk to about the opportunity.  People will reach out and want
to know more.
 

CREATE YOUR TARGET LIST
Let’s talk about one of the most important parts of building your eXp
community; who you would love to share the eXp opportunity with.   We call
this your target list. 
 
It’s a compilation of names of people you want to be in business with or
partnership with at eXp. It’s like a database, a way to deepen the relationship
so when they think of making a brokerage change, you’re the first person
they want to talk to.
 
1.

2.
3.
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T O O L S  F O R  A T T R A C T I N G  T H E  R I G H T  C L I E N T S
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People who have gotten in touch and asked about eXp (many of these will
come from launching yourself at eXp correctly)
People you’ve had relationships with in the industry for a while
People you don’t know that well but think would do great at eXp. We have
to keep them in our awareness
Reach out to friends in real estate and agents that you did business with
in the last 12 or more months during a cross-sale
People who like and respond to your posts about eXp
Agents that sell an average of 3-5 homes per month (these agents likely
qualify to be an Icon Agent and because of their production, the company
rewards them handsomely with Stock Awards)

Don’t do a large scale email drip to the list, it’s more of a one-on-one
relationship thing. Leveraging the personal relationship is the number one
thing.
 
The Target List Criteria

 
Next let's talk about how you can set goals for yourself, and maximize on
your opportunity.

"When you launch
yourself properly 
at eXp... People will
reach out and want
to know more."



Print out your wealth chart and pin it up where you’ll see it daily.
Set your goals for all levels. 
Update it weekly and monthly.
Send it to someone in your upline so that they know you’re serious.

CREATE A WEALTH CHART
 
The wealth chart is a visual representation of your eXp revenue share, and
the residual income opportunity you have at eXp. Its part vision board, part
scoreboard. Use the wealth chart to track your revenue share now, and your
goals and potential revenue share in the future. 
 
You want to figure out your freedom number: the amount of money you want
to make outside of the money you make from representing buyers and
sellers. 
 
Watch this recording to learn all about the Wealth Chart, and how to build it.
 
How to Use Your Wealth Chart 
1.
2.
3.
4.

 
INITIATE CONVERSATION AND PROSPECT WATCHES A VIDEO

 
Trying to tell someone about eXp over the phone is tough. They need to see it
and experience it, hear the stories and see the journey. They need to see the
vision with videos and even experience some of it through videos where you
demo the things the company offers.
 
Ask them if they’d be willing to watch a “short” webinar and give you their
opinion.
 
Let these videos and conversations with others in your revenue share group
do the heavy lifting. Once someone has watched the video, we have the
opportunity to learn what they most valued. Don’t ask “what did you think?”,
or “what questions do you have?” Rather ask them “what did you like about
what you saw?”
 
They will immediately go to the thing that most interested them, and now you
know what track they were on. Once you know what got their attention, you
know how to communicate with them effectively.
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KevinandFred.com/exp/exploring
TheModelExplained.com

Here are two great videos you can send to a prospect.  Watch them both and
decide which you think is best for your specific prospect…
1.
2.

 
KEVIN & FRED INVITATION SCRIPT

 
A script for Introducing People to eXp
 

“Hi (name) - I hope you’re crushing it this year in your real estate business!
 

If I were to invite you to learn more about eXp Realty at a small meeting at
our office next week, would you consider?

 
I laughed and said “no way” when a friend asked me to look at eXp last year
so I won’t hold it against you if you’re a hard no.

 
I’m having more fun in real estate the last “x” months than I’ve had at any
point in my “y” year career. That satisfaction is directly related to the
change I made to eXp (and my only regret is I didn’t look at it sooner).

 
What do you say?!”

 
Of course we know that every agent's personality and talking style is different
so we have another script to share from Jay Kinder & Michael Reese that is
highly effective.
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Be in a hurry 
Give a sincere compliment
Make the invitation 
If I, Would You 
Commitment 
Confirm Appointment 
Triple commit 
Get off the phone

JAY KINDER & MICHAEL REESE 8-PART INVITATION SCRIPT
 
Know what to say and how to say it so that someone doesn’t feel like they
are being sold to. The delivery of our message has to follow a certain
formula. These are the 8 parts of the Invitation Script:
 
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

 
Here is the actual script:

I don’t have much time (name), but I’ve always respected you and how you
do business.  

 
Let me ask you a question? If I could offer you a way to add a new revenue
stream to your real estate business, would you be open to it? 

 
If I text you a link to a short video explaining the opportunity, would you take
a look at it? 

 
If I could get one of the top guys in the company on the phone, would you
be willing to jump on and listen to his story? 

 
If I send you a video about the company, would you poke holes in it and tell
me if I was crazy?

 
When do you think you can watch the video by?

 
If I called by tomorrow at 5:00 would you have watched the video by then?

 
The “If I, Would You” script is very powerful and it works very well especially
if you pay someone a compliment. People often don’t watch the video so
solve this with the triple commitment.
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LEVERAGE YOUR UPLINE
 
After a prospect has watched an eXp Intro/Overview video, you may leverage
other people in your upline to do the heavy lifting for you. Bringing on support
quickly and getting other people to help you with the agent attraction.
 
There’s power in attracting people to the company together, show them the
collaboration and let them experience it by bringing people in your upline to
show them value. You can get on a call with us and we can help in your
attraction process.
 
Connect us and your potential recruit via Facebook Messenger to start the
process of a 3-way call.   FB Messenger is better than email as it’s more
frequently checked, allows for read receipts, and it is an easy platform to
send videos and create quicker connection with people.
 

PGP CALL, 3-WAY CALL
 
You don’t have to be the only voice on eXp Realty when you’re talking to
people. One of the best ways to better attract agents into your eXp tribe is to
leverage people in your network and collaborate with them. We have the
chance to collaborate and do the heavy lifting together, and one way to do
this is with 3-ways calls. You can bring another person onto the call instead
of you talking to them directly.
 
We shouldn’t be trying to sell eXp directly, the goal is to sell another person
within our network and talk to the potential recruit. Edify the person joining
the call with the potential recruit and sell them more than you sell the
product. Let's go over some scripts.
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SCRIPTS FOR BRINGING A THIRD PERSON INTO THE CALL
 
Script 1:

Hey (prospect’s name), it’s (your name), I don’t know if you know this but I
needed a change, so I’ve been investigating an opportunity to take my real
estate business and income to the next level. I ran across a really sharp guy
that’s been tremendously successful and I think he’s onto something really
big. This person I met is going to do a private conference call <insert date
and time>. If I could get you to join the call, would you be willing to jump on
and give me your feedback? 

 
Script 2:

Hi (prospect’s name) I’m glad you’re interested. Now you know that I’m
relatively new to eXp, and because I respect your time and expect that you
would want the most accurate information from the best source, I’m
working directly with one of the top guys in the company. He/she knows
how the big money is being made here. You will love him/her; he/she’s fun
and easy to work with. But most importantly, he/she genuinely wants to
help you win. If I could get him/her on the phone, would you be willing to
talk to him/her?

 
Trying to explain eXp’s model is the wrong approach, use 3-way calls and the
tools at your disposal to communicate more effectively about the great
opportunity. Position that person as the expert and a more knowledgeable
source. Use the scripts as a guide to help.
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CONCLUSION
 



Know the company, and learn every aspect of it that will be valuable to a
potential recruit. 
Compile a list of names somewhere, and make it a goal to review those
names regularly. It’s important to keep these people in your awareness. 
Keep your wealth chart front and center. Use it to stay on top of your
goals. 
Engage the relationship with your target list, see where you can add value
and see where the conversation goes. Have enough of a one-on-one
conversation where interest is generated. Learn what they value and what
would motivate them to make a move. 
Initiate a conversation with the agent prospect and introduce them to eXp
with videos.
Follow up by asking them what more they want information on and what
most interested them in the videos. 
Set up the agent prospect with a meeting or 3-way call. Leverage your
network and your upline. 
Demo stuff and give them guest passes to eXp World. When people fill out
the join form, they not only get to review the independent contractor
agreement they get access to eXp world.

It really comes down to how well we are able to bring and convey value to the
people we talk to. If we’re genuinely leading with value, and asking questions
that help us determine what motivates people, we might be able to uncover
what makes someone move brokerages.
 
Here are the steps we need to take.
 
THE PATH
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

 
With the right focus and a few dedicated hours every week to agent
attraction, creating wealth at eXp Realty is well within your reach.
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KEVIN KAUFFMAN & FRED WEAVER
kevinandfred.com/exp

ADDITIONAL
RESOURCES

brent grove
https://www.brentgoveresources.com/top-5-resources

jay kinder & michael reese
Michael Reese Attraction Training (link)

https://kevinandfred.libsyn.com/
http://kevinandfred.com/exp
https://kevinandfred.libsyn.com/
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